A new era of flexibility
Elevate employee productivity and comfort with the freedom to position device and keyboard differently for specific tasks and scenarios.

All-day productivity
Work with the keyboard detached for up to 41 hours of continuous typing. Simply attach to Surface Pro to recharge.

Surface Pro Flex Keyboard
Reimagining connectivity to unlock versatility.

Attached to the Pro, it’s the ultimate laptop setup. Detached, it enables unrivalled flexibility for any workspace.

Surface Pro Flex Keyboard uses 128-bit encryption technology that secures data between keyboard and device to prevent cyber theft.

Up to 32.8 feet of connectivity in open air or up to 16.4 feet in a typical office environment.

Five layers of carbon fiber provide exceptional stability.

The large Surface precision haptic touchpad is 14.3% larger than previous generations, delivering comfortable, customizable feedback.

Securely stored and wirelessly charged on the keyboard, Surface Slim Pen is always ready to capture insights.

Control the microphone with one tap using the microphone mute key.

The snipping key provides a quicker way to grab a screenshot.

Unlock new possibilities with the dedicated Copilot key, which gives employees instant access to experiences that enhance productivity.

*Copilot with commercial data protection is available at no additional cost for users with an Entra ID with an enabled, eligible Microsoft 365 license. **Sold separately. Software license required for some features. *Requires Windows 11 for detached use. **Use Copilot key with supported Windows 11 devices; feature availability varies by device and market; see aka.ms/keysupport. *Testing conducted by Microsoft in April 2024, using pre-production compatible Windows 11 devices and software, under controlled conditions. Testing consisted of full battery discharge with continuous typing while keyboard is detached from the device. All settings were default including backlight off and no pen in tray. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors. Connectors may be damaged by moisture and environmental factors.
Surface Pro Flex Keyboard

Battery Life
Up to 41 hours of continuous typing while detached²

Size and Weight
Length: 11.38 inch (289 mm)
Width: 8.71 inch (221 mm)
Height: 0.21 inch (5.25 mm)
Weight: 0.75 lbs (340 g)

Accessibility
Surface precision haptic touchpad with adjustable click sensitivity, right click area, and adaptive touch mode
Compatible with Surface Adaptive Kit³
Option to purchase Surface Pro Flex Keyboard with bold keyset⁴

Sensors
Accelerometer

Battery Capacities
Minimum: 495mAh (Min. Energy: 1.862Wh)
Typical: 513mAh (Typ. Energy: 1.929Wh)

Exterior
Material: Alcantara®
Color: Black

Warranty⁵
1-year limited hardware warranty

Compatibility²
Surface Pro, Copilot+ PC
Surface Pro 10
Surface Pro 9
Surface Pro 8

Keys
Activation: Moving (mechanical) keys
Layout: English, full row of function keys (F1 - F12)
Dedicated keys for Copilot³ microphone mute, snipping, Windows shortcuts, media controls, screen brightness
Right click button
Optional bold keyset
Precision haptic touchpad
Backlight

Pen Integration
Surface Slim Pen (2nd Edition)³ Storage and charging

Interface
Magnetic

Connectivity
Bluetooth⁶ Low Energy
Connectivity Range: Up to 32.8 feet (10m) of connectivity in open air or up to 16.4 feet (5m) in a typical office environment⁸

Surface Pro Flex Keyboard shown with a Surface Pro and Kensington Elevated Stand for Surface³

---

²Detached use requires Windows 11. Testing conducted by Microsoft in April 2024, using pre-production compatible Windows 11 devices and software, under controlled conditions. Testing consisted of full battery discharge with continuous typing while keyboard is detached from the device. All settings were default including backlight off and no pen in tray. Battery life varies significantly with settings, usage, and other factors. "Total experience" Surface Pro Flex Keyboard with optional bold keyset available only in US English. Approved only for Global English and US/Canada specific assets using Global English. Use Copilot key with supported Windows 11 devices; feature availability varies by device and market. See aka.ms/KeySupport for supported devices.
³Microsoft's Limited Warranty is in addition to your consumer law rights.
⁴Based on internal testing. Connectivity may vary based on usage and environmental factors.